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Abstract 

Several observations of r-process elements in metal-deficient halo stars 
have been reported which show a Z> 56 abundance distribution pattern 
similar to the Solar-system r-process distribution. It was believed that 
r-process elements for Z > 56 formed in the same ratio and their astro-
physical origin is unique because of this. However， quite recently， several 
controversial observ叫ionalresults have been reported. We calculated nu-
cleosynthesis in various environments using a dynamical code. We find 
it is po開 ibleto reproduce the observed universal abundance distribution 
for stable Z > 56 elements in various environments. Our r開 ultsdo not 
support a unique側 trophysicalsite for Z > .'56 eleml"川s.These results 
significantly affect nuclear chronolo肝問時配tillideelements. We also 
ínLrodu別措押~cent. r-proce梢川仰のsynt品開iscalculation b出 edon a super-
nov制州川ation.Qur tent机 iv白印刷iもsindi仰印刷er-produじtio且 oflighter
el印刷陥品川乱 shortageof配 tinideelements. 

1 Introduction 

The investigation of the origin of rapid neutron-capture (i.e.， r-process) elements 
is an important current topic in astronomy and astrophysics. These elements 

are probably made in an explosive astrophysical environment like Type II su-

pernovae. Study of such elements prove quite useful for probing the formation 

and evolution of the Galaxy. In addition， the long-lived unstable nuclei， Th and 

U， are generated in the r-process; and， their half目 livesare of the same order 

回出ecosmic age (14.5 Gyr for Th， 8 Gyr for U). We can therefore use them 

as cosmochronometers to estimate the age of the Galaxy. Furthermore， these 
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elements are quite important in nuclear physics because they were formed via 
extremely neutron-rich unstable nuclei. 

Unfortunately， current studies for r-process nucleosynthesis have large un-
certainties. These uncertainties can be separated into two parts， uncertainties 
related to the nuclear physics model and uncertainties related to the ωtrophys-
ical site for the r-process. The former includes uncertainties in the beta-decay 
model， mass model， fission model， etc.， which involve theoretical calcul叫Ions.
The later means uncertainties of nucleosynthesis environments. Although there 
are many月tuoiFlSabout astrophysical sites for the r-process， no one can identify 
them without ul凶 mbiguity， This is because it is di伍cultto clariちTthe physics 
related to the explo例vea凶rophysicalevents. For e文amplFl， τ'ypeII supernovae 
are th州政ht初回 themost reliable candidate for the削 ;rophysicalsite of the 
r-proce凶 andむhereare several studies of r-proces邑 nucleo白ynth悩 is.However， 
different groups have reported different results dependent on their supernovae 
models. 

In this work， we review recent progress of observational studies and theoreti-
cal studies for r-process. We will show more observational studies could improve 
nuclear physics uncertainties and astrophysical uncertainties. 

2 U口iversalityof the r-process abundance dis固

tribution 

2.1 Universality in observations 

It has been assumed that the 56壬Zr-process elements are always formed in 
the same initial production ratio. This is because the abundance distribution 
for Z :::; 56 elemellt府 inl1letal-deficienもstarsshows the same pattern as that 
of solar r-proc出 S 幽 at肝 ial(e.g.， Sneden et al. 2000). This feature is called 
“the universality of the r-proce白♂.Hence， the astrophysical site for r-process 
elements 56 < Z has been thought to be unique. However， the extremely 
enhanced， metal-deficient star C831082-001 was reported (Cayrel et al. 2001). 
Although it shows a similar abundance distribution for 56<Z< 80 elements， 
the Th/Eu ratio is higher than in the Sun. The Japanese Subaru/HDS group 
recei1tly observed six other metal-deficient stars. All of them show a similar 
abundance distribution for 56 :::; Z stable elements， but two of them show a high 
Th/Eu ratio (Honda 2002，2003). These observations imply that the heaviest 
elements in these stars were generated with different production ratios and these 
elements could be formed in different nucleosynthesis environmen七s.

2.2 Universality in theoretical calculations 

For this study， we assume a spherical steady-state flow as a quite general model 
for the r-process nucleosynthesis environment. We calculated r-process nucle-
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osynthesis in various combinations of Tdyn， S， Ye， and boundary temperature 
Tb (e.g.， Otsuki et al. 2000， Terasawa et al. 2002). Differences in these param-
eters mean different density and temperature profiles， which result in different 
neutron-to-seed ratios and/or different paths of the . We useo a dynamical net-
work code based on Meyer et aL(1992) which was extended by Terasawa and 
Orito (Orito et al. 1997， Terasawa et al. 2001). For details of our calculation， 
see Otsuki et al. (2003). 

Our results are shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows the abundance distribution 
for仙の 56<Z<80elements is almost independent of the nucleosynthesis envi-
ronment幽 longas there are enough neutrons to form the 3rd peak elements. 
In制 ldition，the Eu isotope ratios in such cases are consistent with the obser-
vational da.ta (Aoki et al. 2003). The universality in the theoretical calculation 
also holds at thEi isotope level. We cannot be convinced that the nucleosynthesis 
site for the heaviest r-process elements is unique even if a universal abundance 
distribution for 56<Z<80 elements is observed. We also find that the observed 
universality does not mean a unique Th/Eu production ratio. This result is 
consistent with the observation of CS31082-001 mentioned above. 

3 Th/Eu chrono開 eter

The inferred abundances of Th and/or U can be used to estimate stellar ages. 
Metal・deficientstars are believed to be the oldest stars in the Galaxy， and 
their surface abundances have probably not changed (except for radioactive 
decay) since these stars were formed. The ages of metal-deficient stars using 
this chronometer are simply given by 

Cl.T = 46.7(log(Th/Eu)む log(Th/Euh) ， 

d.T = :21.8(log(U /'1'h) 0 - log(U /Thh) ， 

(1) 

(2) 

where the index 0 denotes the initial production ratio， while the index T refers 
to the presently observed value. The application of the Th/Eu chronometer to 
metal-deficient stars was believed to be a useful method to estimate Galactic 
age. This is because it has been assumed that the astrophysical site for Z>56 
r-process elements is unique， therefore Th and Eu are always formed in the same 
initial production ratio. 

As shown in previous sec七ion，however， both observational and theoretical 
studies indicate that the astrophysical site for r-process is not unique. The 
Th/Eu production ratio strongly depends upon the nucleosynthesis environ-
ment. It is difficult to find an initial Th/Eu production ratio for each metal-
deficient star. Our results suggest that application of出eTh/Eu chronometer 
to metal-deficient stars is questionable. 

One might think that these stars are just peculier because another dozen 
metal-deficient stars show reasonable Th/Eu ratios. 日rtherobservations of 
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Figure 1: Dependence of the nucleosynthesis yields upon various parameters of 
the astrophysica.l flnvironment. Closed circles show observed elemental abun-
dances in C822892-052 (Suf>den et aL 2000). In (a) the entropy per baryon for 
each model is 8jk = 400， 350， 300， and 250回 labeled，and the dynamical time 
scale is fixed at 0.005 sec. In (b) the asymptotic temperature is 0.4， 0.6， 0.8 in 
units of Tg a8labeled. In (c) dynamical time8cales of 0.015， 0.010， and 0.005 8ec 
are shown for fixed 8=400 and 九=0.45.In (d) the electron fraction is varied. 
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metal-deficient stars are ne吋edto decide whether the three high ThjEu ratio 
stars， CS31082-001 and two of SUBARU jHDS observation， are unusual or not. 
However， at least， the heavi田 tr-process elements in these stars could be formed 
in a different environment from other metal-deficient stars. 

4 Discussio阻
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Figure 2: Tentative result of ト proce円snucleosynthesis calculation based on 
Wilson's supernovae simulation. 

We have shown that the coincident. abundance distribution for Z>56 sta-
ble elements in metal-deficient stars does not mean the same nucleosynthesis 
environment‘ Both observational and theoretical resul七sindicate that the as-
trophysical site for Z壬56r-process elements is not unique. Hence， we cannot 
use the ThjEu chronometer for metal-deficient stars unless the astrophysical 
origin of these elements is better understood. Unfortunately， it seems to be 
impossible currently because of shortage of information about nuclear physics 
and astrophysics. 

On the other hand， there are some clues to improve these uncertainties. For 
example， if the dynamical timescale is longer than rv 1.5 seconds， this univer-
sality does not hold. There are several theoretical calculations for r-process 
nucleosynthesis with a longer timescale than that of the wind models， e.g.， in 
prompt supernovae. Therefore， the abundance distribution of metal-deficient 
stars could be a clue for the astrophysical site for the r-process elements. A 
more detailed discussion is in Otsuki et al. (2003). Observational data of lighter 
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r-process element (Z<56) and Pb in metal-deficient stars could help to deter-
mine the astrophysical origin for r-process. More observations of metal-deficient 
stars are desired. 

Finally， we introduce a recent r-process nucleosynthesis calculation based on 
a supernovae simulation. Our tentative result is shown in Figure 2. In this 
calculation， we calculate until 20 seconds after core bounce. Heavier elements 
are， however， generated at the end of this calculation. Additional calculation 
after 20 seconds could solve the shortage of heavier elements< The uncertainties 
of the mass model also remain. These analyses are under going. 
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